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This Photograph and Signature Certificate is to be completed in English by a  Notary  
Public, an Attorney-at-Law or by two Senior Officer(s) of  an internationally recognized  
bank, who must ask for evidence of  identification (such as a passport or ID card)  
The person completing the certificate MUST certify the photograph to be a true likeness  
and the signature to be the true signature of  the person whose details appear on this form.

One form for each principal applicant and qualifying dependent (including children)  
is to be completed. For children who are below the age of  18 or where a or where a  
qualifying dependent is physically or mentally challenged and cannot write , please insert 
‘‘N/A’’ in the field ‘‘Specimen Signature.’’

The certification should be made by signature and stamp or seal in Section 2 or on the reverse side of  this form in 
which case the following should be stated in Section 2. ‘‘See certification on reverse side.’’

Please attach one photograph of  yourself  taken within the past 6 months in the box above. The photograph of  
yourself  should be approximately 35 x 45mm in size and must be attached to this Certificate in a way it cannot be 
removed without tearing the photograph or form. Please ensure that the photograph complies with the requirements as 
specified on the Document Checklist SL1
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1. PERSONAL DETAILS

Surname or Family Name (as shown on passport) First or Given Name(s) (as shown in passport)

Place of Birth Country of Birth Date of Birth (DD/MM/YYYY) Gender

ID. or Passport Issuing Country ID. or Passport Number

Specimen Signature (for children who cannot sign, write N/A)

2. CERTIFICATION

Place Date Person Certifying the Signature

Photog.raph  
35mm X 45mm
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